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The role of the arts in contributing to positive mental health and wellbeing is now widely 

acknowledged in both museum and health sectors.  Close encounters with collections offer 

an escape, a chance to join in, learn about the world and ourselves, to be surprised, to 

reflect, to care. The Whitworth Art Gallery and Manchester Museum have developed 

strong and successful cross sector, interdisciplinary partnerships with Central Manchester 

University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and its community health service providers. 

Together we co-produce programmes and resources inspired by our collections for the 

benefit of our community. From Coffee, Cake and Culture – a programme developed in 

partnership with DART (dementia ageing research team at the University of Manchester) 

focused on art based approaches to dementia with an emphasis not on memory or 

reminiscence but creativity, imagination and contemporary storytelling and experience to 

Stroke Cafes that provide stroke survivors with social opportunities, stimulating artistic 

activities and object handling sessions that support their individual rehabilitation pathways.  

These models have proven to be transferable as we have shared our working practice and 

acted as project consultants for the Asian Civilizations Museums in Singapore and the 

Research Centre for Museums and Galleries at the University of Leicester. 

Wendy Gallagher is Arts and Health Partnership Manager at the Manchester Museum and 
Whitworth Art Gallery, where she leads the development, delivery and research of imaginative 
participatory programmes and resources for a wide range community health service providers and 
their users. She has a particular interest in dementia and stroke survivors. 
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Conversations at The Kreeger Museum is a unique program for individuals with memory 

disorders—such as Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia. Occurring four times 

a month, it is a free program in which a docent-led conversation about a painting or 

sculpture in The Kreeger Museum collection is followed by a musical performance led by 

a professional musician from Levine Music. Founded on the belief that art quite naturally 

stimulates the senses and mind, Conversations aims to bring joy and reflection to both the 

caregiver and participant with cognitive impairment. Integrating the Peace Corps’ 

storytelling techniques with the Meet Me at MoMA model, Conversations combines 

concrete art history with opportunities for dialogue and connections to be made between 

people. A script written by the Program Manager relates the musical selection to the art—

underscoring broad, relatable themes, such as “Looking Inward.” These are designed to 

reduce stress and increase communication. Making use of the museum’s Great Hall and 

19th and 20th century art collection, we offer a rare chance to reflect on the immense value 

of imaginative programs that unleash the conversant and aesthetic qualities of art so as to 

creatively increase one’s health, spirit, and overall well being. 

 
Judy A. Greenberg earned a BS from New York University in Studio Art and Education. While a 
practicing artist, she completed a Museum Management Program at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, before founding Rockville Arts Place. She was appointed the Director of The Kreeger 
Museum in 1994. 
Antonia Dapena-Tretter received a BA from Dickinson College and a MA from the University of 
Toronto in Modern and Contemporary Art History. Research interests include Colorfield painting, 
Earth Art, and Site-Specific sculpture. She is now the Head of Education at The Kreeger Museum.  
Rebecca Carr holds a BA from Hollins College and a PhD in Philosophy from Bryn Mawr College. 
She teaches at The George Washington University and has a special interest in 19th Century 
aesthetics and American Philosophy. She is Program Manager for Conversations at The Kreeger 
Museum. 
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Museum for One Day brings museum collections and their stories to elderly people in 

nursing homes and care facilities. It is a mobile presentation of objects and their stories 

which are shared in an esthetic and professional manner. The target audience is residents 

of the Somatic and / or Psychogenerative (dementia) wards of nursing homes. Museum 

for 1 Day seeks to reach two groups of seniors: 1] vulnerable seniors who due to physical 

and mental limitation are no longer able to visit museums on their own and 2] active seniors 

as storytellers. Our goal is to make the contents of museums accessible to this group of 

elderly people. To obtain this goal Museum for 1 Day: 1] works with trained storytellers, 

who share the collection and relate the pieces to the lives of the seniors. The specific 

needs and preferences of this target audience determine which stories are told and the 

form of the presentation. 2] brings a customized museum experience offered on location. 

It enables residents to temporarily enter another world and be exposed to new experiences 

and challenges in their own environment. 3] works with contemporary art and cultural 

heritage, which can be experienced with all senses. 

 
Angela Manders is owner of ArteKino since 2000. She is master of education in arts and 
specialized in educational design, projectmanagement and training. She works with museums and 
cultural heritage institutes and makes programs for families, schoolgroups and elderly people. She 
is the founder of Foundation Museum for 1 Dag.  
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Reaching pension age marks a turning point in all our lives, when both our social lives and 

the way we spend our time change. At worst, this can lead to a profound sense of crisis 

and a complete sense of paralysis. What is crucial at this stage in life is to have access to 

preventative services that offer both support and the opportunity to get active. Museum 

can take and have a big role in this turning point in people lives.  Tampere Museum 

Services’ Cultural Education Unit (TAITE) shows two cases how museum can take that 

role. 

 
Sanni Pöntinen 2012 Master of Culture and Arts, Tampere University of Applied sciences; From 
2010 Head of Museum Education, City of Tampere museum services; 2005-2009 Producer, City 
of Tampere museum services; From 2013 Board Member of The Finnish National Committee of 
ICOM (ICOM Finland) 
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The CACE Framework (pronounced “cake”) has been developed for art museums to utilize 

for sustainable social contributions in global aging societies. The ultimate purpose is to 

create and perpetuate a full cycle of meaningful art experiences and creativity 

engagement, from passive observation to active participation, for the aging population in 

and across communities. Since a full cycle of arts engagement turns the elderly from users 

of museum services to contributors, the framework accentuates a series of actions taken 

to not only foster active healthy lifestyles among seniors, but to also contribute to building 

an ecosystem of leisure activities for community well-being. The CACE Framework is a 

structure for repeatedly generating a cycle that consists of four processes: Contemplate, 

Associate, Collaborate, and Evaluate. Art museums need to contemplate all kinds of 

meaningful experiences they offer, distinctively associate themselves with an ecosystem 

of leisure activities in an aging world, collaborate with aging communities, and routinely 

evaluate their processes and outcomes. Also, reflecting on how three tech giants, Google, 

Apple, and Microsoft, have evolved in terms of access to hardware, software, and services 

in the 21st Century, the CACE Framework suggests museums eliminate not only physical 

but also communicational and attitudinal barriers.  

Ta-Sitthiporn Thongnopnua is an artist and arts administration doctoral candidate at Florida 
State University. Originally from Thailand, her work with rural and environmental development has 
changed her perspective on art from art for art’s sake to art for life’s sake. Her research interests 
include museum education and accessibility for senior citizens. 
 
 
 
 
 


